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Preface

Preface
This preface introduces information sources that can help you use the application and this guide.

Using Oracle Applications  

To nd guides for Oracle Applications, go to the Oracle Help Center.

Documentation Accessibility  

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program website.

Videos included in this guide are provided as a media alternative for text-based topics also available in this guide.

Contacting Oracle  

Access to Oracle Support
Customers can access electronic support through Oracle Support. For information, visit My Oracle Support or visit
Accessible Oracle Support if you are hearing impaired.

Comments and Suggestions
Please give us feedback about Oracle Applications Help and guides. Please take one of the following surveys:

• For web-based user guide, Web-based User Guide Survey

• For tutorial feedback, Tutorial Survey

i

http://docs.oracle.com/
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc
https://cx.rightnow.com
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
http://ora-gcp1.custhelp.com/ci/documents/detail/5/2295/12/369d658f1a7917d7400a4e1af2bef7eaac486b07
http://ora-gcp1.custhelp.com/ci/documents/detail/5/2296/12/43f59803d4b334caea4e74d1546a10a0d99ff420
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1  Introduction

Document Purpose  

The document is intended to provide overall understanding of Oracle Field Service API documents.

Scope of the Document  

The document provides basic overview of Oracle Field Service and describes overall SOAP and REST API idea, the use
and applications related to each specic API. The document does not cover any front-end and back-end applications
descriptions or detailed information on the specic API usage and transactions, as the information is provided in the
correspondent SDKs.

Target Audience  

The document was designed for those, who work with Oracle Field Service API documentation.

Accessing APIs  
To access the Oracle Field Service APIs, you must use the hps://api.etadirect.com URL scheme. All old URL schemes
such as, companyname.etadirect.com, na.etadirect.com, eu.etadirect.com, and so on are deprecated for Oracle Field
Service versions 15.8 and later. For example, if you are using hps://companyname.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?
wsdl to access the Inbound WSDL API, the URL per the new scheme is hps://<instance_name>.etadirect.com/soap/
inbound/?wsdl.

All Field Service API calls should be migrated to the hps://<instance_name>.etadirect.com URL scheme. The API URL
scheme will work in all previous versions of Oracle Field Service, starting with release 4.5. API URLs using older URL
schemes (such as companyname.etadirect.com, na.etadirect.com, eu.etadirect.com, and so forth) will be deprecated and
no longer available for use.

ACTION NEEDED:  If you are using Oracle Field Service release 4.5.x, 15.2.x, 15.5.x or 15.8.x, you should review
your current API URL setup in all of your instances, including TEST and PRODUCTION, and any congurations
you or a third-party has developed for you. You must update those URLs that do not follow the hps://
<instance_name>.etadirect.com/ scheme using the new scheme.

Example case in which URL needs updated:

• Old, Inbound WSDL URL: hps://{company name}.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://{company
name}.test.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://na.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://
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na.test.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://eu.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://
eu.test.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://anz.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://
anz.test.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, hps://la.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl, or hps://
la.test.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl

• New Inbound WSDL URL: hps:/</instance_name>.etadirect.com/soap/inbound/?wsdl

It is recommended that you update your TEST instance prior to making a change directly in PRODUCTION. Once you
validate transactions in your TEST instance are occurring between your back oce system(s) to Oracle Field Service,
you can then apply the change in PRODUCTION. After applying the change in PRODUCTION, you should check to make
sure transactions are being processed.

Glossary  

Term Explanation

Activity
 

Entity of the Oracle Field Service system that represents any time consuming activity of the resource
 

Bucket
 

Entity appearing on the resource tree which can contain resources of a dened type and be assigned
activities
 

Capacity
 

Workforce possessing the necessary work skills available at a certain moment of time
 

Capacity category
 

Predened set of work skills, work skill groups and time slots within which they are considered by the
Capacity Management API
 

Customer
 

End-customer, entity that benets from the activity
 

ISO 8601 format
 

see hp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601
 

Other activities
 

All repeating, mass and shift activities, including those without instances, which are not part of Quota
management
 

Quota
 

Number of minutes allocated by the company to perform activities of a specic capacity category
within specic time period by resources of a specic bucket and date
 

Resource
 

Element in the resource tree representing a dened company asset
 

Resource External ID
 

Company-unique key used to identify a specic resource
 

Resource tree
 

Hierarchy of company resources showing “parent-child” relationships
 

SOAP 1.1
 

Lightweight protocol for exchange of information in a decentralized, distributed environment
 
see hp://www.w3.org/TR/2000/NOTE-SOAP-20000508/
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Term Explanation

 

SOAP Interface
 

Interface used to receive requests and return responses via SOAP
 

SOAP Client Application
 

Application running at the Client's site and providing interaction with Oracle Field Service server via
SOAP
 

SOAP Fault
 

SOAP element used to carry error and/or status information in a SOAP message
 

Statistics Agent
 

Oracle Field Service module used to recalculate travel and duration statistics based on the more recent
data received in the database since its previous run
 

Time Slot
 

1) Fixed service window dened with a name and label, specifying when certain types of activities can
be performed
 
2) Service Window (if the activity type does not support time slots)
 

Used
 

Number of minutes actually booked to perform activities of a specic capacity category within specic
time period by resources of a specic bucket and date
 

User
 

1) Person using Oracle Field Service
 
2) Entity used for authentication and authorization, allowing people or external software to access
Oracle Field Service
 

Work Skill
 

1) Activity that a resource is qualied to perform (resource property)
 
2) Qualication required to perform an activity (activity property)
 

Work Skill Conditions
 

Set of conditions based on the values of specic activity properties that is used to dene the work skills
for the activity
 

Work Skill Group
 

Several work skills combined in a group. When a work skill group is assigned to a resource, the
resource receives all work skills in the group with their levels
 

Work Zone
 

Dened geographical area in which a resource can perform an activity
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2  Application APIs

Application APIs  
Oracle Field Service APIs supports integration of Oracle Field Service with the corporate systems of a client company,
enabling a wide variety of actions, from geing data into Oracle Field Service to integration into a client's existing
mobile application.

API-Related Oracle Field Service Entities  
Initially, the system must be lled with users and resources.

Users  
User is a person, group of people or software accessing Oracle Field Service with a single login to the system. Each user
in Oracle Field Service can manage only resources assigned to the user. You can assign user types to users to dene a
set of permissions for determining what the user can see and manage in the system.

Each time any SOAP-API transaction is run in Oracle Field Service, the user authentication is run. Basically,
authentication is a process of verifying that the user is in fact who they claim to be.

An Authentication check is described among common API structures of all the SOAP and REST APIs. More detailed
description of the user processing is provided in the correspondent SDK of each specic API that processes the users.

Resources  
When the system is implemented, it is populated with company-specic resources.

Resource is one of the basic entities of Oracle Field Service which deals directly with activities.

There are several resource types in Oracle Field Service. For more information, see the Resource types section in the
Administering Oracle Field Service Guide.

Activities  
Activities can be added to Oracle Field Service and then manually or automatically allocated among eld resources.
Activity is a time-consuming action. By default, there are three types of activities, namely, internal, customer, and team
work. However, activity types can be congured. New activity types can be created, while the default types can be
removed, if needed. More detailed description of the activity processing is provided in the correspondent SDK of each
specic API that processes the activities.

Properties  
Property is a variable associated with some Oracle Field Service entity (resource, user, activity, inventory, etc).

This is much like a eld of an object in most programming languages. Property has a name, visibility, data
representation, relations to entity and modication parameters.

Therefore, if there is a property of an entity in Oracle Field Service, all such entities have this property, and all relevant
API functions can read this property, write to it, and make conditional decisions based on the property value (as long
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as correspondent permissions are granted to a user). Correspondingly, all screens and functions, having access to the
entity, can as well operate its properties (according to visibility restrictions).

Properties for Oracle Field Service entities can also be updated. A more detailed description of the property processing
is provided in SDK of each specic API that processes the properties.

Inventories  
Inventory is any equipment which is installed or deinstalled during an activity performance. Inventory could be virtually
anything that is used in a job from consumable material to a set of instruments, or devices. Inventory can belong to any
resource or customer. Basically, inventory is a property of an activity, but inventory in turn, can have own properties (e.g.
type of inventory). A more detailed description of the inventory processing is provided in SDK of each specic API that
processes the inventories.

Required Inventories  
Required inventory is the inventory necessary to complete a certain activity. If any required inventory is dened for
an activity, such required inventory is regarded as one of the criteria of activity assignment to resources. The required
inventory is checked against the resource's inventory to see whether the resource's inventory is sucient to complete
the activity. If the resource has no required inventory in their pool, the activity will not be assigned to such resource. A
more detailed description of the required inventory processing is provided in SDK of each specic API that processes
the required inventory.

Work Skills  
One of the properties dened for a resource is a set of work skills that the resource obtains and qualication level for
each skill. A work skill is a task that a resource is qualied to perform. Work skills are assigned to technicians based on
their training and knowledge. The names of the work skills may vary in dierent companies and industries.

Along with that, a set of rules is dened that enables automatic calculation of the work skills of each activity, their
required and preferable levels. An activity should be assigned to a resource that obtains all of the work skills necessary
to perform an activity with qualication level not less than the required level for the activity. A more detailed description
of the work skills processing is provided in the correspondent SDK of each specic API that processes the work skills.

Work Zones  
One of the properties dened for a resource is a set of work zones. A work zone is a dened geographical area where
a resource can perform their service. A temporary work zone is a work zone that is not a resource's typical work zone,
but that is assigned to the resource for a period of time. Temporary work zones will override a resource's regular work
zones.

Along with that, a set of rules is dened that enables automatic calculation of the work zone of each activity. An activity
should be assigned to a resource that can perform work in the work zone of the activity. A more detailed description of
the work zones processing is provided in the correspondent SDK of each specic API that processes the work zones.

Message Scenarios  
Oracle Field Service provides ability to create and trigger message scenarios. A Message Scenario is a collection of one
or more Message Steps, dening message content, recipient, delivery protocol, and delivery business rules.

A Message Scenario denes a set of rules that tells how to do a specic notication. These rules are triggered by an
internal event or certain conditions (Cancel, Complete, Change, and so forth).

Message Scenarios enable the following actions to be executed (by default):

• Sending an e-mail
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• Making an outbound voice call

• Changing a property of a technician, an activity or a user

• Sending a message to an external system

More actions can be congured according to a company's requirements. A more detailed description of the message
processing is provided in the correspondent SDK of each specic API that processes messages.

Service Request  
Service request is a message generated as the result of the 'send Service Request' operation and assigned to a specic
entity in Oracle Field Service Cloud. A more detailed description of the service requests processing is provided in the
correspondent SDK of each specic API that processes the service requests.

Route  
Route is a list of activities assigned to a resource for a specic date, or a list of non-scheduled activities assigned to a
resource. A route may contain zero or more activities.

One workday of one technician denes a route. Any references to the 'date' of the route mean the date of the workday
start (e.g. if the resource works overnight).

Initially the route is formed in accordance with the resource calendar for every active resource with the working time
scheduled for the date. The route of a resource can be lled with activities. When a user to which such resource
is assigned has logged into the system the user can manage the route. A more detailed description of the route
processing is provided in the correspondent SDK of each specic API that processes the routes.

Oracle Field Service API List  
The following APIs are available for Oracle Field Service. The APIs below are listed in the alphabetical order:

API Introduction  
Oracle Field Service (OFS) logs changes made to activities, inventory, routes, etc. The history records the performed
operation, the time of such operation, the user which performed the operation and the actual changes which were
made. The History API serves as an advanced means of retrieving such actions and their details for further use by
external applications.

Events are logged in history and become available for retrieval as soon as they occur. This allows real-time data
collection and processing which creates a dynamic picture of OFS performance.

Capacity Management API  
The function of the Capacity Management API is to:

• Extract all data available in the Quota View of Oracle Field Service.

• Set or update the quota parameters.

• Retrieve, set, or update the time when the quota is to be closed automatically.

• Determine quota available for an activity to be booked and provide this information to the system where this
booking is actually performed.
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Positioning API  
Positioning API supports integration of the Oracle Field Service system with external GPS-based systems, providing
position tracking of GPS-enabled devices.

Positioning API allows to:

• Enable the Oracle Field Service system to obtain information about last known position of objects specied by
identiers and history of their movements.

• Enable the external system to update information about the last known position of objects specied by
identier.

Detailed information on the methods used by Positioning API can be found in the corresponding GPS SDK.

History API  
History API serves as an advanced means of retrieving history logs and their details for further use by external
applications.

History API uses one method to retrieve history records of changes to the following entities of Oracle Field Service:

• Route

• Activity

• Activity link

• Resource preference

• Required inventory

• Inventory

• Service request

Detailed information on the methods used by History API can be found in the corresponding History SDK.

Inbound API  
The Inbound Interface is used to import data from a client external system to Oracle Field Service.

Inbound Interface is implemented as SOAP function for the following purposes:

• Set activities for a specic day for all resources or resource groups in Oracle Field Service.

• Add new activities to Oracle Field Service.

• Update, reassign, reschedule, and cancel activities in Oracle Field Service.

• Change an activity status in Oracle Field Service.

• Delete activities from Oracle Field Service .

• Set inventory for resources and activities in Oracle Field Service.

• Update or delete specic inventory in Oracle Field Service.

The upload can dier in the object uploaded: activities or resource inventories; and in the scale of upload: full
or incremental. Detailed information on the methods used by Inbound API can be found in the corresponding
Inbound Interface SDK.
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Outbound API  
Outbound API is used for interaction between the Oracle Field Service message engine and external Client Application.
Client Application is a software that is developed to integrate Oracle Field Service with external system(s). Client
Application SOAP Service implements the following operations called by Oracle Field Service:

• Send messages to Client Application.

• Check if the message is still being processed.

• Remove message from the agent internal queue, if the need in such message no longer present.

• Optionally changing properties of an activity and/or activity status.Update or delete specic inventory in Oracle
Field Service.
Detailed information on the methods used by Outbound API can be found in the corresponding Outbound
Interface API guide.
Detailed information on conguring the outbound messages can be found in the Notication Conguration
Guide. The recommended use for the Outbound Interface is for time-based notications (for example,
notications to customers) typically using the Reminder and Change notication triggers. For all other system
events (for example, Route changes, Activity status changes, Inventory changes, Service Request changes, and
so on), it is recommended to use the Core API/Events REST API for integration.

Parts Catalog API  
Parts Catalog API provides a set of functions used to manage the Oracle Field Service Parts Catalog. They are as follows:

• Create a new catalog.

• Start and upload transaction for an existing catalog.

• Upload data to an existing catalog.

• Close an upload transaction for an existing catalog.

• Abort the current transaction and delete all data uploaded during such transaction.

• Search for existing catalogs.

• Upload item weights to an existing catalog.

• Delete item weights from an existing catalog.

• Update inventory types or the item types in the catalog.

• Delete all catalog data.

• Get the list of transactions for an existing catalog.
Detailed information on the methods used by Parts Catalog API can be found in the corresponding Parts
Catalog API guide.

Location API  
The Location API provides a simple and structured way to communicate with Oracle Field Service service. This API
allows to remotely update Oracle Field Service Location-Based Services to change their storages with resource data
from the third-party providers that is needed to search for locations. This API provides a complete set of methods to
monitor the location/traces of resources the client uses for Oracle Field Service, namely:

• Update the service with the current location of resource.
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• Retrieve the last location which was set for the resource.

• Retrieve the company-specic properties which were set with the aributes parameter for the last location of
the resource.

• Return the history of positioning for the given resource during the specic period of time.

• Filter the history by applying the algorithm reducing the number of points in a curve, that is approximated by a
series of points.

• Retrieve the information about the location of resources within the area dened by the longitude, latitude, and
radius parameters.

Detailed information on the methods used by Location API can be found in the corresponding Smart Location
API guide.

Metadata API  
The Oracle Field Service Metadata API provides REST-based services that can be used to manage the conguration
elements (for example, work zones) of Oracle Field Service. The Metadata API provides a new, modern way to manage
Oracle Field Service congurations.

Activity Management API  
Oracle Field Service Activity Management Application Programming interface can be used throughout the activity
lifecycle and enables integration of the Oracle Field Service activity management functionality in any software
regardless of the platform or technology used, providing ecient tool for dynamic management and update of activity-
related properties. Basic entities processed with the Activity Management API are activities and activity properties.

The Activity Management API provides methods to manage routes and activities, creating and processing them, and
changing their details, namely:

• Retrieve properties of the activities in the specied resource's route for a specied day, as well as start, restart,
or end the route

• Create activities with the specied properties assigned to the specied resource. Manage the resource's route
by changing activity statuses and their start and end times

• Alter activity details applicable to a given activity regardless of its status

• Retrieve specied activity details and work skills

• Dene, retrieve, and delete required, preferred, and forbidden resources to perform the specic activity

• Dene, retrieve, and remove specied dependencies between two specied activities

• Dene a le property, retrieve details of the specied property, and delete the le property with the specied
label

• Dene, retrieve, and delete required inventory for (from) the activity.

Detailed information on the methods used by Activity Management API can be found in the corresponding Activity
Management SDK.
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3  Implementation Prerequisites

Implementation Prerequisites  
Implementation is the installation of Oracle Field Service system and its further conguration in accordance with a
specic client's specications, business rules, and requirements. Prior to implementation the following prerequisites
have to be provided:

Prerequisite Details

Oracle Field Service system The system must be congured and run in compliance with the client's specication.

Network environment The environment must be congured in order to get access to Oracle Field Service system.

Connectivity testing Network connectivity tests must be performed: connection to the right port, request of the wsdl.

URLs, ports, user logins and passwords Can be congured in the user interface.

Permissions and access details Must be dened in the system as described in the section below.

Authorization  
Access to the APIs is determined by performing the following tasks:

• Register a Client Application

• Dene the APIs that the application can access. See Authorize Access to APIs

• Dene the users that can access the APIs. See Authorize Access to APIs

Note:  By default, all users can access the APIs.

Register a Client Application  
Register the application that you want to integrate with Oracle Field Service.

1. Click Conguration and select Applications from the Field Service Manage interface.
2. Click the Plus icon from the left pane.
3. Enter the Application Name and Application ID of the application that you want to register.
4. Click Submit.

The application displays in the left pane.
5. Select the type of token service for the registered client application from the Token service drop-down list.

By default, the type of token service is OFSC.
6. Click Save.
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Authorize Access to APIs  
You must perform the following tasks to access the APIs:

• Dene the APIs that the application can access

• Dene the users that can access the APIs

1. Dene the APIs that the application can access:
a. Click Conguration and select Applications from the Field Service Manage interface.
b. Select the registered application from the left pane.
c. Click Add New from the API Access section.
d. Select the required APIs and click Submit.
e. Click the icon next to the selected API and select the required option.

For example, for the Capacity API, you can select the required method using the Available Methods
option.

f. Select the required methods and click Submit.
2. Dene the users that can access the APIs:

a. Select the Allow access only to certain resources check box in the Additional Restrictions section.
b. Click Add and select the resources.
c. Select the Allow access only for certain IP-addresses check box and enter the IP addresses in the text

box to restrict access by IP addresses.
3. Click Save.

Enable Backward Compatibility for API Access  
Starting Oracle Field Service Service February 2017, dening user’s access through user types is not supported. If you
are upgrading to from an older version to Oracle Field Service Service February 2017, create an application and associate
a user type to it.

After you associate user types to applications, you can continue to access the APIs and no changes are required for your
existing implementations.

1. Click Conguration and select User Types from the Field Service Manage interface.
2. Select the user type.
3. Select the Allow legacy access via API using user login and password check box.
4. Select the application that you registered from the API access permissions are congured using selected

application drop-down list.

System Requirements  
Oracle Field Service Interfaces work via HTTPS protocol. As such, they require an environment that supports SOAP 1.1
and HTTPS protocols: (see hp://www.w3.org/TR/2000/NOTE-SOAP-20000508/).

Actual hardware and operating system platforms are usually not a constraining factor. Oracle Field Service APIs can
be used with a variety of technologies, including but not limited to Java, .Net, and C/C++, on both Windows or UNIX
platforms.
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